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Davis·.
re-do
work
steep

ATTENTION NIKON AND NIKKOilMAT CAMERA OWNIIlS

•

.Dillw.d's has mQ.Q~. c;!.. ~pedal purchQse on ~- very limited basis on these Vivitar. lenses which
will fit all Nikon cameras, old and new.

Plus An Exclusive Dillard Rebate At Point Of Sale

Now You Can Own The Lens You Want·

At a Very Speci.al Price!
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By JOHN CHADWICK

..

100-300 f/5.0
Super Close Focus

75-205 f/3.8
Close Focus

28mm f/2.5

70-150 f/3.8
Close Focus

Zoom

Wide Angle

55mmMacro

Mini-Zoom

f/2.5

Reg. $335.00
Dillard's Normal
Discount . . . . . $279.95
less Rebate
at Register . . . . . $50. 00

Reg. $159.99
Dillard's Normal
Discount . . . . . $129.95
less Rebate '
at Register . . . . . $40.00

Reg. $250.00
Dillard's Normal
Discount . . . . . $199.95
less Rebate
at Register . . . . . $40.00

Reg. $205.00
Dillard's Normal
Discount . . . . . $169.95
less Rebate
at Register . . . . . $50.00

less Rebate
at Register . . . . .

NET

NET

NET

NET

NET

229.95

89.95

159.95

Nikon Mount

100-300 TX
Fuiica, Canon, PK

88

Ot~!r
MTs

Pentax K qlympus

Spec1al

Special

13888

19888

Special

for the
gals

super value item!
Levi's® basic jeans

Greenhouse
still open

Beg be]l. regu!or be!l and boot..cut denJm or
corduroy ,eons. rn rndrgo blue, novy, ·
brown With p;jpU!or sty~f)t;}. m WO!St s1zes
Studel"t Size!. Included

3 styles Denim Jr.
jeans sizes 5·13
reg. $20·22
$12.99

.,

Now sg99

188.95

Pentak K, Olympus,
Universal

Jr. Shorts assorted
colors in polyester
and cotton blends
12.00·5.99
Jr. Tee shirts in
cotton knit many
stripes and colors

\,

Reg $18·20

$50. 00

Nikon Mount

young
men's spring suits

Young mens short
sleeve knit shirts
Fashionable styles
for summer

Nor-

mal
238.95

NT LENSES

Canon Olympus

SPECIAL FUN
FASHIONS
FOR SPRING

119.95

Reg. 318.00
Dillard's Normal
Discount$Dillard's

Nikon Mount
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UNM President William Davis's
kitchen is in the process of being
remodeled at a cost of over
$36,000, primarily to enlarge the
space for entertainment, a
spokesman said.
The project was contracted to the
K.L. House contruction company
who submitted a low bid of
$35,048.56, and is scheduled for
completion in mid-May, said a
spokesman in the President's office.
·
The spokesman said "a couple of
changes in the contract boosted the
cost 0 r the project to approximately
$36,500."
Van Dorn Hooker, university
architect, said the last remodeling
done on the kitchen was about 25 ·
years ago.
Hooker said the reason a private
company was contracted to do the
job was because "the physical plant
was too far behind.''
He said the Davis's do a great
deal of entertaining and the kitchen
was "very inefficient for the way it
is being used."
Tll.e rennovations will enlarge the
kitchen and laundry area and
revamp the plumbing.
Mrs. William Davis said, "We
try to make our house available to
many different departments and
organizations and the kitchen was
not equipped to handle it." .
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For those of you who have
sauntered through the biology
building hoping to while away your
time in the Garden of Eden, do not
be alarmed.
·
The sign you may have seen
saying the greenhouse was not open
to the public refers only to the
research greenhouse.
"The research greenhouse is not
open to the public because very
delicate temperature and humidity
experiments are being done," said
Mary Alice Root, administrative
assistant at Castetter Hall.
''The other greenhouse is and
will remain open' to the public,'' she
said.

Photo by James Fisher

The back of the prAsident's mansion, where an extensive remodeling job is being done on the kitchen and laundry rooms.

The size of the groups using the acuviues and we just provide the
mansion varies, Mrs. Davis said, place," Mrs. Davis said.
ranging from the Regents with six
She said allowing various groups
persons to the annual Legislative to have social functions at the
Day in January when over 250 mansion "makes for a better
persons turned out before a Lobo feeling among the groups."
basketball game.
Once the project is completed, it
"Most organizations using the will "be functional and efficient for
mansion pay for and prepare the years to come," Mrs. Davis said.

One week left

Budget needed
By BILL ROBERTSON

The ASUNM budget for 1978-79, overwhelmingly vetoed by the
student body in last Wednesday's election, may not be completed and
approved until the fall semester.
"If the senate doesn't finish the budget at Wednesday's meeting," said
Finance Committee Chairman Eric Lucero, "there won't be enough time
for the election commission to organize a vote."
The ASUNM Constitution states that tf the senate's first proposed
budget is vetoed down, they have until the 14th week to draw up another
for approval by the student body. The elections commissionn, Lucero said,
needs I 0 days notice before they can prepare an election.
Senate Attorney General Wade Moody said he would introduce an
opinion which would give the senate an additional week to deliberate on
the budget. "I would like to give the senate until the 15th week to finish
drawing up the new allocations,'' he said.
Moody added that his tactic may be a violation of the "letter of the
law," but not the intent.
"Having an election during closed week is bad," he said, "but it's
preferable to failing to pass the budget this semester."
The senate, if it did fail to push through the budget this semester, could
possibly do so during the summer session. "That presents special
problems," Lucero said. "Summer senate meetings are notorious for being
poorly attended. It would be hard to establish quorum."
Lucero said in the event the senate could not pass a new budget this
semester, an old law that was recently repealed may have to be reinstated.
"The law allowed the senate president to telegram senators, wherever they
were, to solicit votes on important senate business--in effect, to conduct
the senate through the mails."
At a special session Friday, the senate agreed to solicit the students'
opinions concerning the budget. A poll, to be conducted by the Office of
Research and Consumer Affairs, will ask the students if they thought the
amounts awarded to the organizations in question were too high, too low
or appropriate. It also wi II ask the students to rank the organizations as to
-their relative financial need.
"One third possible question," Moody said, "might be to ask the
students what organizations, if any, should not be financed at all."
Wednesday's senate meeting, which Lucero said would probably feature
"lots of controversy." is scheduled for four p.m. in the SUB. The budget
will be the major business of the meeting.

Photo by John Chadwick

Part of the renovation of the kitchen in the President's mansion
where over $36,000 is being spent to put in new equipment and
and increase cupboard and counter space.

Student group honors
engineering professor
By AURORA LAWRENCE
An electrical engineering and computer science professor who stresses
the importance of the humanities for the engineering student and the
student's capacity to learn was chosen educator of the month for April by
Las Campanas, the UNM junior honorary society.
Professor Arnold H. Koschmann was selected by students because "he
tries to build up a student's confidence by making the student realize that
much learning is possible. He gives more daily assignments to keep
students on their toes and he always stresses the reasons why what the
student is learning is important," Las Cam pan as president Bill McConnell
said.
Koschmann said that one of his primary jobs is answering specific
questions and taking care of problems for individual students. "Some
students are reluctant to see their professors, but they should be encouraged to do so, no matter how busy the professor may be," he said.
Describing the need for required courses in English Koschmann said,
"the ability to write clearly is the ability to think clearly." When an
engineer gets out on the job, he has to understand what is expected of him
and has to be able to communicate clearly to other people.''
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Lights blinking

~-.

The blinking yellow slow
lights on the corner of Central
and Cornell have been replaced
by regulation stop lights.

9.99
Comp. a_r $18·22. Cotton denim or poplin
jeans With top ltyling, handsome pocket
treatments, available In sizes 28•38.
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Shop Dillards Mon·Fri 10·9, Sat 10·6, Sun 12·5
Photo bvJarnos Fisher
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CAIRO, Egypt (UP!) - As the
Sadat kicked off several
pace of Middle East peace efforts economic projects during a visit to
appears to slaken, President Anwar the "new valley" earlier this
Sadat is devoting greater attention month, and is now touring Egypt's
to what ·he calls Egypt's "green southern region.
revol'ution" or the "invasion" of
"You may ask me what lies
Egypt's vast, sprawling deserts.
next," Sad at told a visiting
For thousands of years, Egyp- American church group Saturday.
tians have been crammed in a "Well, I promised the Israeli people
narrow strip of land along the that the Octoper 1973 war will be
banks of th·e Nile river. Nearly 40 the last. I told them that Israel has
million people inhabit about 4 per the right to live in security.
cent of the country's total area.
Now Sadat is urging "pioneers"
"When they (the Israelis) are
to leave the Nile valley and settle in ready for peace, I will be ready for
a string of oruies in Egypt's western peace, but not at the expense of my
desert, whih has been dubbed the terrritory or sovereignty."
·-~new valley".
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One of Sadat's objectives in
launching his peace initiative with a
trip to Jer~salem last November
was to alleviate Egypt's chronic
economic problems by diverting
more money from armament to
economic development.
Likewise, the "green revolution"
aims at healing many of the
country's economic ills.

French
course
planned

World NeWs
2·9 Clavi-sites hospitalized
with suspected botulism
CLOVIS, N.M. (UP!) - State
health officials were battling the
worst outbreak of suspected
botulism in New Mexico in decades,
with a total of 29 persons
hospitalized, s,9me in serious

condition.
Three more cases were reported
early
S\lnday,
but
stat~
epidemiologist Dr. Jonathan Mann_
predicted the worst was over.
"We may get a few more, but at

'Blow it out your ears,'
postal union tells Carter
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - The director of the National Post Office Mail
Handlers Union said the union will not accept President Carter's five per
cent ceiling on federal pay raises.
Lonnie L. Johnson told about 60 members of Local 314 Saturday
President Carter and postal offiCials in Washington are mistaken if they
believe they can pressure the union to accept a 5 per cent wage increase.
''Carter can take that five percent and blow if out of his ears,'' Johnson
said.
Negotiations on a new contract begin Thursday with the mail handlers,
the letter carriers and the clerks' unions which represent 600,000 postal
employees.
Carter said in his inflation message last week that he would hold forthcoming federal pay raises to five percent to encourage more moderate
wage and prices increases in the private sector.

Amid the tall pines and fresh French or the equivalent, he said,
mountain air of Taos the French The course can count toward
department is offering 'a cone graduate or undergraduate credit.
ceiltrated French course this
"The important thing about this
summer.
course is the fact that it is not just a
Steven Kamer, director of the standard language program. It will
program, said this is the first year be inter-disciplinary," Kamer said,
the French department has offered The course will include studies in
this program. "From June9 to July French literature and history and is
12 the students will speak nothing not restricted to France.
but French,'' he said.
Kamer said the total cost is $632.
The program is open to both The course will be open to 25 to 35
graduate and undergradate students students and there are 10
who have taken two years of college scholarships available.

P.E. professor receives
honorary sports doctorate

this point I think we have seen the
biggest bluge of them (cases) and
are about out of the woods," said
Mann. '
All 27 cases involved persons
who had eaten this past week at the
fashionable Colonial Park Country
Club restaurant in this eastern New
Mexico city.
· Mann and his staff members
from
the
Environmental
Improvement Agency were trying
to contact as many as 900 other
persons who may have eaten at the
restaurant between April 9-13.
Mann closed the restaurant
Saturday.
"We've been going nonstop
trying to locate every person who
ate at that restaurant," said Mann.
"We haven't gotten them all, but
we've made a big dent in the list,"
The cause of the food poisoning
had not been traced although food
samples were sent to the Food and
Drug Administration laboratory in
Dallas for testing.
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iNelson Edqy'
raises funds

~The flamenco dancers, Nelson
University of New Mexico health, physical education and recreation
Eody
and Jeanette MacDonald, the
Professor Charlotte Lewis Piper received an honorary doctorate of
magicians
and fire-eaters all
humane letters degreee from Baker University in Baldwin City, Kan.
disguised
as mild-mannered
Piper, a graduate of the Kansas school, received the honorary degree for
her service to Baker University and the world of sports. She coached the professors and administrators at
UNM women's swimming team for 16 years and serves as a liaison to the UNM made enough money to
finance an additional scholarship.
U.S. Olympic Committee for swimming.
Chuck
Vickers
of
the
She is also a swimming liaison to the national Amateur Athletic Union
Development
Office
said
the
and the U.S. Collegiate Sports Council. In 1976 Piper was on the staff of
Faculty
Follies
made
$3,600
the U.S. swimming team at the Montreal Olympics.
enough to support six Presidential
Scholarships. This is one more
scholarship than last yar.
John Whiteside,
assistant
A nyot!e for Tennyson today will Lawrence Ranch, just north of director of Student Aids, said the
present "D.H. Lawrence - A Taos.
Presidential Scholarship is the most
Rest less Spirit."
prestigious scholarship awarded to
Rupert Trujillo, dean of Con'
freshmen.
The
Using the high plains and blue incoming
tinuing Education said the channel mountains near Taos as a back- scholarship can be kept for four
5 program to be aired tonight at drop, D.H. Lawrences's poetry will years if the student maintains a 3.0
IV10 wn< filmprf nt the D. H.
grade-point average,

Lawrence's poetry airs tonight

i

Chop Suey Louie I special: Chicken Chow Mein, Egg Fu Yung, mixed fried rice, fried won ton
and soup. - $1.89

By CANDICE DILLABAUGH
Registration applications have
been received from as far away as
India for a 33-day art tour in Italy
sponsored by UNM Continuing
Education, said Dr, Rupert
Trujillo, dean of the department.
The tour includes study at La
Romita School of Art at Terni,
Italy, 70 miles from Rome. The
program is open to anyone 18 years
or older and offers courses in
painting, drawing, photography
and the Italian language.
La Romita has been in
opeeration for 12 years but this is
the first time that UNM has
sponsored the tour. World-wide
promotion of the tour is being
conducted through national art
publications and a mailing list that
reaches such far-off countries as
India and Saudi Arabia, said
Trujillo.
Two of the instructors are
Italian-born sisters, Enza and Paola
who received their
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ONE REE EG R LL with 1.95 purchase or more

Italian art program
to accept ?tPPiicants
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TOAU.VNM
students with ID
One year guarantee
on our frames
and lenses

One free beveroqe

With $1.00 Purchase of our delicious homemade
fare.
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SCly cookie? You got the munchies? Open till 2:30Clm You know? Shop Suey Louie CQn
save you a fortune, cookie! Lowest prices in town closed ffiondCl.Y
5615 Centml NE
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255-8969
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Very fine European &

Indonesia~

Coupon
FREE LOEMPIAS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon-Tues-Wed 11 am- 11 pm
Thur-Fri-Sat 11 am -12 pm
Sun 12 pm -11 pm

UNM

with any meal over $2.50
Coupon good until Friday, April 21

1600 Central SE

li

BDDKSTDFIE

765-5671

One
burger
Get One Free With This Ad
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Raspberry, Lemon, Strawberry
·

coupon good anytime through 4-23-78
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Italian Fatso First Birthday
(lasagna, ravioli, eggplant - includes garlic bread and
salad)

11.49
with CtJupon

offer good at all three Alfie$/ocafions

coupon good anytime through 423-78

~

Bresn Strip wHh lrieg

8524 Indian School NE
3920 Centml SE
6301 Meflllul NE

$1.00 off any Dinner

Buy one Yogurt at regular price
f1?
and get the second for lc
~
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star charms audience with' poetry and wit

r-

Senator Sam extols virtues of religion
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~Editorial

only once in his talk referring to
"We couldn't build a solid
"The Gifts of Religion" was the courage and hope.
"Well, I didn't make any treaties
temptation, Ervin said that it W!\S and I didn't break any," Ervin government without the truth," he
topic of a forty-minute talk given
· by former Senator Sam Ervin
said. "The Lord didn't give Indians said.
!he Senator's impromptu talk the cause of Watergate.
Thursday night at Popejoy Hall.
title to all of North America.''
was liberally laced with bits of
poetry, usually simple couplets.
ASked if he had had any turning
"They (Nixon and the White
"I'm fond of poetry because it
in his religious experience,
point
traces some great truths," Ervin House) did evil in the hope that
The most difficult Watergate Ervin responded: "I didn't have
good would come from it,'' he said.
said.
challenge, Ervin said, was to prove any religious turning point like Paul
Speaking to a small crowd of
the validity of not soft-peddling the on the road to Damascus, or like ,_..
about a hundred people, Ervin
But if the audience was disap-· investigation if it got too dose to President Carter said he did. Just ~
The star of the Watergate Senate
outlined four major areas he· said
the White House.
Sunday school."
were religion's gifts: truth, faith, hearings touched upon the subjects pointed by the religious content of
Senator Ervin's talk, they were
pleased by the question and answer
The Chemical and Nuclear session.~
Engineering Dept. will conduct a
seminar Tuesday, April 18, at 2
p.m. in room 303 ·of the Farris
Before he fielded the first
Engineering Center. Clinton question, Ervin said, " I have to
· Shaffer, a graduate student, will warn you that I won't plead the
lecture on Plasma Diagnostic fifth amendment. I may plead
Sign Up Now For Interview
Developments for Laser-Produced ignorance,' but I won't do that."
Seniors/Grads
·
Plasma Measurements.
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I On· reshuffling exams
~
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We question the rationale of the university officials 'responsible for
the reshuffling of the final schedule which is designed to move "prime
time" class exames toward the end of the week.
Dean· of Admissions and Records Robert Weaver has said the new
schedule is causing more problems than the old one.
Under the new schedule, it will be harder for instructors to turn in
their grades on time, which will, in turn, affect when they get their
paychecks and can leave the ivy halls. Many a student will have to sit in
his dorm room until the last day of finals to take his last exam because
the registration center has dei:id,ed to play musical chairs. .
So why change the schedule? Officals claim there are abuses of the
exam schedule which . this new schedule is expected to alleviate.
"Abuses" are defined as arranging classes to get the earliest exams or
arranging to have exams given during Closed week or the last day of
classes so students can leave campus early.
Give us a little credit. We've long outgrown our high school tendencies to play hookey. Most of us are here to learn and to start
molding our lives. Those who "abuse" exam schedules are more likely
to be in the minority.
Whatever happened to the concept of going to college to further
education? Are exams going to be more effective if they are given
during finals week than if given during closed week? Does it really make
a difference whether an exam is taken May 5 as opposed to May 12?
We cannot help but wonder what are the priorities of the registration
center officials - either providing the best available education
regardless of when tests are taken or keeping the student on campus
for the duration of the regulation academic semester.
Like it or not, it looks like we now have self-appointed truant officers.

Spring cleaning
Spring is a time for beginning new things. This week, the LOBO
starts anew.
One of the complaints voiced most often about the LOBO is that it
contains nothing to really read. Beginning this week, we will try to have
at least one feature or short bright item per issue.
·
This change will not be a major facelift, but more a tightening of a
few wrinkles. A newspaper's first obligation is always to present informative, interesting material. Features will not be printed at the
expense of a more newsworthy story. Our main objective is to make the
news more readable.
All of us walk across campus and wo may see Gomething interesting,
but we would never stop to think that maybe that "something" would
interest someone else and should be shared.
Springtime is a great time to start thinking in these terms. Do you
care when the sprinklers were first turned on around campus this
spring? Even if you don't, you should have noticed - it's a sure sign of
the weather warming and people squirming indoors. Has your olfactory
sense failed to detect the manure being spread over Yale Park? Have
you noticed that people are beginning to spend more time at the duck
pond or on the mall? Were you walking with your eyes closed when a
student walked a tightrope tied between two trees? Or did you have
time to watch the mime perform in front of Mitchell Hall? Do the birdhouses in sycamore trees all across campus intrigue you? Or did you
even notice them?
We have noticed these things, but many have missed them. We
would like to make you aware not only of campus e.vents, organizations
and problems, but we would also like to increase your awareness about
the little things in the world around you - the things you can read·
about without cringing or griping or "oy vey-ing" ---:the things you can
read about which will make you smile.
We all seem to spend so much time running and so little time looking
and enjoying, so that when we realize what we missed, it is often too
late. As we open our own eyes, we'd like to help you open yours and
appreciate what all of us take for granted.
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Make the most
of it in VISTA
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Mistaken identitY

GOOO MORNING!
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Editor:
Well, the dreaded date of April 14 has passed us by at last and we
may once again slip into our lovely Levis without fear or embarassment.
But in the aftermath we find the controversy lives on in the mouths of
many angry, but usually apathetic people.
It has to be obvious that a clearer token of gay support could have
been selected, thus sparing the egos of hundreds. Yet, blue-jeans were
chosen, and people were outraged, or at least shocked. Too bad they
didn't stop bitching long enough to see what was going on.
If you did wear jeans Friday, "by mistake," perhaps you experienced,
for at least a moment, the view from the other side of the fence. You
were suddenly amidst a crowd of seeming enemies, all wearing dresses,
slacks, painters paints, or mouldly ROTC uniforms. They were looking
at you as if you were suspected in a crime. But of course it was all a
mistake, you hadn't.done anything wrong. Why couldn't people !Jnderstand that you were just wearing those pants by accident? It just
wasn't fair, or was it?
After all, turn-about is fair play.
I, for one, did wear jeans purposely, although I am not gay. My
reasons were two. Frist, I wished to show that I do suppoprt gay rights.
But mostly I wanted to applaud one of the most subtle psychological
moves I have ever seen, not that I believe it will cause any major
changes in attitude, but perhpas we shall see a minor shift, or i'lt least
feel a tremor.
James P. Lyle

A lecture titled "The Semiotics
of Literature" will be given
Monday, April 17 by Cornell
University Professor Jonathan
Cullen at 4 p.m. in room 149 in
Woodward Hall.
Painter, sculpture and filmmaker
Red Grooms will give an illustrated
public talk on his work Tuesday,
April 18, at 8 p.m. in room 2018 of
the Fine Arts Center. Admission is
free.
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A professor and dean emeritus of
the College of Pharmacy died April
12 after a long illness.
Dr. Elmon L. Cataline, had been
ill for several weeks with a liver
ailment. A memorial service for
Cataline, who was cremated, was
held at Strong-Thorne Mortuary on
April IS at 4 p.m.
Cataline completed his undergraduate
and
graduate
education at the University of
Michigan and received his Ph.D
there in 1938. Before coming to
UNM as dean of pharmacy in 1951,
he taught at the University of
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John and Diane Smith of the
University of Utah will speak on
Principles of Data Base Design on
Wednesday, April 19 in room 148
of the UNM Computing Center, at
I p.m.

Toledo and the University of
Michigan.
He was the author of numerous
publications in profesional journals
and of a widely adopted textbook,
"Arithmetic of Pharmacy." He
served in various official capacities
with the New Mexico Pharmaceutical Association, including
editor of that organization's
magazine, £1 Boticario.
One of Cataline's areas of interest was the history of pharmacy
in New Mexico.
Cataline retired from the
university in 1969.
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4321 CEI'ITRAL N£ oppos!ta Hiland Shopping

tion sounds good to you, here's your chance.
If you are a college sophomore, you can earn a scholarship worth up to $10,000. Naval ROTC pays full tuition
during your junior and senior years, books, fees, and living
expenses of $100 a month for ten months each year.
'Ib qualify, you must have above a C average (;2.-S" out of
4.0) or better. You must pass a Navy physical examination.
And it helps if your major is math, science or engineering.
The deadline for application is May 1, 197S .Contact your
local Navy Recruiter or see the Professor of Naval Science
on your campus.

90.1
Monday, Aprill7
7:30 p.m. --A Counter History of
the United Stales: Part 7, The
Fifties, from Beat poets to bus
boycotts.
9 p.m. - Raices y consciencia del
pueblo: Latino music.

NAVY OFFICER INFORMATION TEAM
ALBUQUERQUE, NM
(505) 766·2335
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If a two-year scholarship that leads to a job after gradua-
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Look great, feel fantastic
in this world famous sandal.
Exclusive toe crest sculpted
on smooth beechwood base
helps tone legs naturally
as you walk. In exciting
NEW Natural Wheat ana
Chocolate with
dark-toned base.
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THE SCHOLARSHIP· ·
THAT PAYS YOUR. WAY·
INTO A. CAREER.
· ·.
.

Paul Rodriguez of the National
Action Agency in Washington,
D.C., will speak on the Peace
Corps, Action and other opportunities at Chicano Studies on
Wednesday Apri119, at 7:30p.m.

LOOKIN'
FOXY. ...
FEEL IN'
FANTASTIC

[Editor's Note: The LOBO has a new editorial staff. While editorial
policy will remain virtually the same, the use of graphics as space fillers
will not.]

Editor:
In response to a letter written resently to the LOBO concerning the
writer's adamant statement that Jesus is not God, the truth may be
found in the Bible. "I and my Father are one." The words of Jesus
Christ can be found in John, Chapter 10, verse 30. In the 14th Chapter
of John, verses 8-9, these words are found: "Philip saith unto him, Lord
shew us th Father, and it sufficeth us. Jesus saith unto him, Have I
been so long time with you, and yet hast thou not known me, Philip?
He that hath seen me hath seen the Father; and how sayest thou then,
Shew us the Father?"
Gary Martin

From there, the famous country
wit and down-home style of speech
Prospective parents and parents took off.
of newborn children are invited by
the Southwest Maternity Center to
The first question took the better
participate in a discussion of
postpartum adjustment and caring part of ten munutes to get across,
for newborn children. It will be and ended with the speaker warning
held on Tuesday, April 18 at the that an earthquake was due to hit
Center, located at 504 Luna Blvd. Washington this summer because
of 174 broken Indian treaties.
NW.

Former pharmacy dean
Elmon· L. Cataline dies

·Editor:
Every day when I read the LOBO, I get depressed and offended. The
continual perpetuation of racism, sexism, and other types of
discrimination in this newspaper should not be confused with freedom
of the press. Pictures of a man spanking a women, large breasted
women in bikinis, a toilet under an article about PIRG and a letter about
"faggot" demonstrations have nothing to do with freedom of the press.
They are examples of sloppy and irresponsible jovrnalism. They are
blatant sexism and discrimination. They are also statements about
politics.
There are plenty of interesting and relevant news items that could fill
the place of sexist photographs. It saddens me greatly that this letter
(and the countless others) will not influence the LOBO into taking
responsibility for its discrimination and sexism and raise· the consciousness to a level of awareness that would take a stand against such
ugliness.
Lani Scheman

Arts Editor: Goorge Gesnor
Copy Editors: Mike Hoeft. Paul Schorr

Placement Office
2nd Floor Mesa .Vista Hall

,.

Blatant sexism

Sport. Editor: Ed .Johnson

Ad Menag4H; Fr.,..k Salanr

Pat Adams, abstract painter, will
give an illustrated talk on her work
Monday at'S p.m. in room 2018 of
the Fine ARts Center. Admission is
free.

St.ACK-

1/NOTHIS

15

Truth is in the Bible

News Editor: Anna Poole
Casmpus Editor: J.D. Skennndoro

The STudent Council on
Exceptiqnal Children will meet
Monday, April 17, at 7:30p.m. in
room 231 D&E of the SUB;

IJ

I

LO DO editorial phone 277..5656
LOBO Editorial Staff
Editor..;n-chlef: Debbie LevyManaging Editor: CoUoon Curran
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Romero Leads Lobes

A Night of Jazz cit Rodey ·
UNM's Rodey Theater will play host to the combined jazz talents of the
music department Sunday, April23,
· An opening set by a small jazz combo will get the evening underway at
7:3p p.m., with the concert following at 8:15. ·
.
Several pumbers including "Come Sunday," "Chief Blues" and Phil
Wilson's "Basicatly Blues" will be performed by the Second Jazz Band,
after which the First Jazz Band will take over with a wide selection of
tunes. Opening with "Turning Up" by Akiyoshi, the band, under the
direction of Jeff Piper, will play'' Blues in Hoss Flats'' by Count Basie and
"Time for a Change". by Hank Levy, closing the evening with two Lyle
Mays tunes, "Sir Gawain and the Green Knight" and "Overture to the
Royal Mongolian Foosball Festival."

A.

.

Bitten By
Scorpion
Force

Netters In Hit and Run

It was a case of hit and run.
There was alot of sweat and a lot of
sun-burns. It was a weekend when
the best college tennis players in the
Rocky Mountains came to UNM to
play.
It was a tournament which
decided what the seeding would be
for the Intermountain Conference
championships later this month. •
UNM's Therese Sullivan got into
a hft-an(j-run battle with defending
conference champion Karen
Kennington, but couldn't pull out a
victory, winning the first set 7-5,
then losing 5-7 and 1-6
Kennington and her BYU
teamates won eight of the nine
matches against UNM, with Mindy
Sherwood the lone Lobo winner.
UNM managed to pull out a 5-4
win over Utah and an 8-1 win over
Northern Colorado.
Sullivan said between matches,

Taken By Force
Scorpions
RCA APLI-2628
J

'
By GEORGE GESNER

:

Germany is' fast becoming the
new musical frontier. The country
is taking great strides in the advancement of progressive rock,
disco and jazz, but it's hard
metallic rock that separates it from ·
the rest.
The country has been a vast
goldmine of hard rock bands and it
·is only within the last few years that
the screaming decibels of Teutonic
rock has invaded our shores.
The
Scorpions
are
the
progenitors of that invasion and
their fourth album Taken By Force
is a glittering example of the sheer
driving passions blending into a
well-executed sense of melody.
The group has maturea
remarkably through the four
Bugs Sunny offets o. vegeto.ble delight to Scho.ho.n
albums. With an always abundant
supply of energy which has imTcho.pto.ste of the 'follies' show.
proved their technique, instrumentally and in the studio, by
leaps and bounds.
The superhuman strength of the
Scorpions is evident in their lineup.
Lead guitarist Ulrich Roth is a flash
guitarist with seering riffs that
For the first time ever, since his brith in 1938, Bugs Bunny, the star of
virtually explode off the vinyl. thousands of cartoons seen around the world, in movies, television,
Rudolf Schenker fills in with rhyth- newspa~ers and comic books come to life as the star of his own live stage
m while adding that extra hard productiOn, T_he Bugs Bunny Follies appearing tonight at 7:30p.m. and
driving punch.
Tuesday, April 18 at 4 and 7:30p.m. at Albuquerque's Popejoy Hall for
Bassist Francis Buchholz is not three performances.
your ordinary hard rock bass player
who is confined to a simple rhythO~en_ing Night is Family Bargain Night with all seats $3.50 General
mic pattern. As witnessed by his A~mission. Tuesday performances are $5.00 and $4.00 with $1 off for
intriguing bass line on "Your C~Ildren 12 and under, all seats reserved. For ticket information and group
Light" he is proof that a bassist can discounts, ;:a11277-3121.
improvise without sacrificing the
bottom line. The band's new
member is a welcomed addition.
True. family enterta~nment, The Bugs Bunny Follies is a presentation of
Herman Rarebell pounds the drum
Rodger Ht:~s ProductiOns. Bugs headlines a live cast of the most famous
with power and timing. He makes Warner Bros .. characters. He co-stars with Porky Pig, Daffy Duck, Elmer
himself noticed. Last, but not least
Fudd, Yosemite Sam, Road Runner, Wile E. Coyote, Speedy Gonzales,
vocalist Klaus Meine has a voice
Tweety. ~nd Sylv:ster and many others. One of the highlights of the show is
that can rasp, quiver or scream at
an excitmg spec!al guest appearance by world famous crime fighters
just the right moments to enhance a Batman and Robm.
'
song. He has a voice that could
eventually take the world by force.
!he two hour show should delight the audience adults as well as
Just when they say hard rock is
children, with a mixture of singing, dancing, corned; and a tremendous
dead, a group like Scorpions will
amo~n~ of audience participation. Through the use of a highly
come along and sting you with its
sophiStic~ted rear-screen projection system, large cartoon color visuals set
powerful music.
They are the changmg scenes for this live stage show.
spearheading on invasion with good
Mel Blanc, the man who created the voices of the Warner Bros
intentions.
ch~racters, and performed them in over 300 cartoons, has again utilized hi~
Best cuts are "We'll Burn the umque talent to record the sound track for the show.
Sky," "The Riot of Our Time,"
"Your Light" and "Born to Touch
Your feeling>." A pius.

Yes, it's not too late to oppl~
for the foil semester ot the
College of Phormoc~.
There is o wide range
professional opportunities in this
exciting Health q.nd Science field
Deadline for applications is ffia_y lst.
For information call
Dr. Kenneth Stahl at 277-2625

ATTENTION:
All craft, manual and FSW: There is an
immediate need to increase our membership roll in CWA Local 8671. We will
need all good men and women to join
us so that we can negotiate a better
contract with UNM.- Remember a low
membership indicates we are satisfied
with our present wages and working
conditions. A high membership level
means we are not. The time for
negotiations is soon approaching. You
can help your bargaining committee
with a solid membership dedicated to a
better future. Through collective
strength. Sign up for your future for
UNM employees- the future is now.
Joe Garner
CWA Local 8671
277-2471

~~o

The Harvest
Harvest:3000 Years, a stunning
award-winning film by Ethiopian
director Haile Gerima shows
tonight at the SUB Theatre at 6:30
p.m. and 9 p.m.
The film, banned in Ethiopia, is
an epic parable of the liberation
struggle being waged. Harvest is
being sponsored by the UNM Equal
Rights Council. Admission is $1.25.

Double Pleasure

Double Fun
Robert Palmer
Island ILPS 9(76
By PETER RICKER
Robert Palmer's latest release has
strong moments, but it lacks that
consistency that it takes to stay on
top. The most impressive part of
the album is the variety of tempos
used by the composer artist.
Vocally the album suffers with
the scratchy, often irritating voice
of Robert Palmer, which only
excels on certain cuts. One saving
grace on this album is the extensive

--r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~---. .
The Peace Corps ...

A MIND BLENDING
EXPERIENCE
Share your skills and experience
ancl gain an understanding of
other cultures, other ways.

Sign Up Now For Interview
Seniors/Grads
2nd Floor Mesa Vista Hall
Reps On Campus Aprill9-20

use of backup vocal harmonies and
elaborate string arrangements, that
save ihe album from falling into a
class of the world's most mediocre
efforts.
The percussion segments done by
Palmer really stand out in t:he
mixing of the album, as I am sure
the producer intended them to.
Many artisits are featured with
Palmer, including the Brecker
Brothers and others.
·

Bill Silverberg was worried about
holes from the very beginning.
"We've got a lot of holes. I hope
the guys can fill in," he said
Saturday before his UNM track
team hosted West Texas, Texas and
New
Mexico
State in
a
quadrangular meet at University
Stadmm.
Well, the holes, track talk for a
lack of depth, did in UNM and
Silverberg as West Texas captured
the team title with 71 points. The
Lobes were runner-up with 59 while
Texas Tech had 39, and NMSU had
20.
Despite finishing first in 8 of the
18 events, the lobos could not
overcome the depth of the West
Texas squad. The Buffaloes
captured two of the top three places
in seven events and swept the top
three ·places in the 100 and 200
meter dashes.
"We just don't have enough
good bodies," said Silverberg
about his lack of depth. "We have
quality kids, not quantity, and we
can take the outstanding team title
like in the last week's Texas Relays,
but we're going to get beat in dual
meets."

Photo ti{W.T. Hunt

Laura Chavez is playing her
best tennis of the year.
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Two Lobes, quarterb<:ck C.J.
The hitting stopped Saturday
morning, as the big men in pdds Jones and receiver Ricky Martin
and helmets left University Stadium looked tough, especially on a fifty.
yard scoring play when the latter
field.
caught
a touchdown pass which was
And according to Lobo football
coach Bill Mondt, their job was thrown by the former.
Martin said, "Personally, I've
finished for now.
UNM finished their spring drills had a good spring. I've been trying
for 1978 and things aren't looking to work on my starts and on my
speed. I want to let those defensive
bad. In fact they are promising.
backs know I got speed."
Lobo wide receiver Dave Wyrick
Mandt was confidently pleased
set the mood for the spring drills as he said, "This is the best spring
and the 1978 season outlook when we've ever had. We wanted to work
he said, "l gave it my best shot, we on fundamentals, learning how to
got a lot accomplished and we're block, learning how to tackle.
going to be tough next year. I can We've accomplished what we
wanted.''
tell you that right now."
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VIDEO TAPES

Maybe I'm crazy.
For the last two years I have seen
three sports· editors of this paper,
tearing out the grey hairs which
have grown upon their heads,
grimacing in pain over their aching
ulcers and moaning in anguish over
their persistent headaches.
Yet, for some reason I rna
looking forward to my term as·
sports editor. I consider it a
challenge just to survive.
But before I get too involved with
the challenge ( and this column), I
have a little personal business to
take care of.
First, I have to thank former
editor Tim Gallagher for giving me
a good example to follow.
And now (before this starts
resembling an Academy Award
acceptance speech, complete with
my views of the Mid-east conflict) I
want to thank former photo editor

GOOD INTENTIONS
DOl'-IT GO FAR
WITHOUT GOOD
PEOPLE
Sign Up Now For Interview
Seniors/Grads
2nd Floor Mesa Vista Hall
Reps On Campus Wed- Thur
Aprill9-20

10-3 pm Do.lly

Wendell Hunt and arts editor
George Gesner for believing in my
work, editor Debbie "The Chief"
Levy for giving me a chance and
former sports editor Peter "The
Boss" Madrid for being a friend.
goings-on in Lobo Land. I have
caught myself cheering at an event
I'm supposed to be covering objectively. But in my own defense, it
is hard for a person to get involved
in another person's life, as a
reporter can easily do during an
interview, without creating some
biased feelings.

In ffi••o. Loung• In Th~ H.E. Cotnztr Of The Sub
Acrost from Pronto'
R~ ASUHffi/Student Attlvltl~tt Production

~=~:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::~=~;;;;;;;;::;;;;;;;

Grants For Graduate
Study Abroad

From the sic_lelines, l have witnessed the UNM world of athletics.
It is a world where egos can soar
like Concorde jets. It is a land
where emotions can flare like a
blazing fire.
And it is from the sidelines that I
will continue to observe. I'm just
another one of those persons who
observe from a distance, the egos
and the emotions, the winners and
the losers, the battles and the scars
left behind.
There's only so much a grey-haired
guy with an ulcer and a headache

can do.

Competition is about to open for the
1978-80 Fulbright & Marshall Awards for
Graduate study and research abroad.
Grants are available in all fields of
study. Current information is now
available at the

1

That's how I see it, from the
sidelines of course.
•

Office of International Programs
1717 Roma N.E.
277-4032

Does a college student really need
life insurance?
No. Not unless your life is important
to someone. Or will be soon. Like if
you're planning on a marriage, a family
and a career.
But not just a policy. You need a
sound program, oesigned to fit your
pocketbook now and your needs 30
years from now. That's financial planning. Let's talk about the right program
for you. Person to person.

·Brio.n Short
120 Vo.sso.r Dr. S.E.
Albuquerque, N.m. 87106
~Southwestern Ufe
( 505 ) 255 _1613
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6614 Central -Across from Fair Grounds
266-5871

Presents
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Sony-Quasar Televisions, Pioneer-Sansui-Kenwood
Stereo Systems, Speakers. Kirby-Eureka-Hoover, Rainbow, Filter Queen, and all types of Vacuum Cleaners,
·singer, Bernina- Elna Viking- and all types of Sewing
Machines Microwave ovens, Vacuum Bags 25• per Pk.
Vacuum Belts 25• ea.

UNM will probably have to settle
for third in the conference because
Arizona State and BYU have been
playing their best tennis of the year
and will probably battle it out
among themselves at the conference
meet.
"We're ready for the conference
tournament," Lindsev said.

Z

-_,

"GOING OUT OF BUSINESS"
SALE

L&bo Laura Chavez said, "Right
now, I am playing the best tennis
that I've played all year," which is
fortunate because of the upcoming
conference.

Spring Football Ends

l.JI

"Every Kind a People" is one of
the stronger cuts which has been
receiving a lot of air play on the FM
dial. "Best or Both Worlds" is a
strong reggae tune which Palmer
really adapts to well, and seems to
utilize his voice in a more fitting
roll. Another strong cut on side one
is "Where Can It Go".
My personal favorite is the
selection "You Overwhelm Me" on
side two. This class number shows
the potential Robert Palmer has to
become a first-class solo artist. You
can have lots of fun with Double
Pun, but beware, "unless you are
true Robert Palmer follower.

With Sullivan and the rest of the
UNM ·women giving their best
shots: Lobo coach Larry Lindsey
said, "We did what we had hoped
to do/'

Holes Hit
Haniers

Bugs Bunny Live

There Is Still Time ...

Led by Lobo golfer Nancy
placed third at 954, UNM fourth at
Romero's 3 day total of 234, the 961, Arizona 964, Tulsa University
University of New Mexico women's
at 965 and Washington 976.
golf team. finished fourth out of the
Lisa Goedecke of San Jose State
sixteen-team field at the Lady Sun took the individual honors at 217.
Devil Classic at Arizona State this Romero and Pam Miller of BYU
past week.
tied for eighth at 234. The Lobo
Arizona State's Maroon squad women golfers will travel to
won the team title with a 938 total.
Phoenix, Arizona,
for the
"I'm going to give it that old Lobo . San Jose State took second at 946, A.l.A.W. Intermountain chamspirit."
·
Arizona State's second team squad_ J?ionship tournament on May 1-3.
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EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assi!itance,
04/25
265·1164,
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GET YOl.JR TYPEWRITER
Discount Prices, 881·4213.
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VOLVO REPAIR. REBUILT engines, tran.
smissions, carbs. Mike 247.9083,
04/20
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EXPoRT IBM SEL!iCTRIC lyping, Arlor 6'pm. 883·
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EXTENSIONS OF CERTAIN DEADLINES FOR
TAX YllAR 1978
Pursuan( to my authority under Section 72-31-85 '
NMSA 1953 (Supp. 1975) 1 I hereby extend the
following deadlines foumJ in the Property Tax Code ·
with re~pcct to the 1978 ta~ year only:
.1. The deadline for the Property Tax Division of the
Taxation and Revenue Department to mail notices of
valuation for the 1978 lflX year to property owners
whose property is valued by the Property Tax
Division, the de~dline being found in subsection B of
Seclion•72·JI-'20 NMSA 1953 (Supp. 1975) is hereby
extended from May I, 1978 to July 7, 1978, This
extension is made to permit the Property Tax Division
to cornplcte &uditing of 1978 taxpayer reports made

to the Division.
2, The deadline found ln subsection C of Section 7231-27 NMSA 1953 (Supp. 1975) for County'ValuatiQn
Prot~sts Boards to decide proteSts, is hereby extended
from" •.. one-hundred anti twenty days of the date the
protest is filed ... " to three-hundred days after the
date the protest is filed. The effect of this General
Order is that all protests to 1978 notices of valuation
which arc filed with county assessors pursuant to the
pro ... isions of Section 72-31-24 NrviSA 1953 (Supp.
1975) arc required to be decided by the County
Valuation Protests Board for each of the counties
within three-hundred (300) days after the date the
particular protest if filed,
DONE THIS 5th day of A11ril: 1978, in Santil Fe,
New Mexico,
Cecil J. Pickett, Director, Property Tax Division,
Taxation and Revenue DeJ}I,, State of New Mexico,
Santa Fe, New Mexico 37503.
tfn
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PERSONALS

ONLY 10 MORE issues of the Dally LOBO, so get
your classified ads In today! Deadline is noon for the
next day'.s paper. Stop by Marron Hall, Room 105 to
place your ad.
04/28
CONTACTS??? POLISHING &
Cmcy Optic-al Company. 255-8736

SOLUTIONS.
tfn

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contrnception, sterililution, abortion. Right to Choose,
294.0171'
04/28
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie ticket.<i
now available, SUB Box orncc. $2.50.
lfn
CONCEPTIONS-SOUTHWEST COMING soon!
1rn
ANYONE WHO HAS Made a film and would like to
screen h on Wed. 19th at the Union (SUB) Theater,
call277-2475 or 243-3614. Please-- DON'T DELAY.
04/18
STAMP COLLECTORS, FREE Stamp Show, Hilton
lnn,April21,22,23.
04/17
CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? "More Al·ts of Pa~sion"
arc coming! Whm an C5cape from the frusirations of
impending final c~Um!'i! See ~ix more one-act plays in
UNM's Fxperimentnl Theatre April 24-29.
04121
"DADDY'S COLLEGE WAS nC\cr like lhis," THE
WAGER...
04117
PERRY'S I)IZZA, DEEP DISH ?iz1a by the slice
aud pan, WE DELIVER. C.tll 843·97.50. (Across
fnltn UNM).
04121
IT'S OLIJ SCRATCH for your dandng pleasure at
Ned's, dance 'til2 am thi"> week.
04/\7
NEW ARRIVALS: CELESTlAl. teas (gre-at for ice

tea)·· Dongs (20 per cent oft), tobacco pipes (up to 40
percent ofl)ucigarette lighters (20 per cent oft).
Transparent window decals (rainbows). All at Pipe&
Tobacco Road, 107B Cornell SE. M-F 8·6.
04128
ANNOUNCING, W.G. GANZERLA designer or
contemporary gold & !iilver jewelry, now located at
Pipe & Tobacco Road, 1078 Com ell SE, 268-7578.
04/21
CRAIIUY! \'ihAR IIL!J!:. Jeans April llsl and
demomtrateV,O, Pride.
04/17
SUMMER fiLM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP: A
non·academic introduction to the Art of Filmmaking
taught by .a working 111mmakcr. Gtuy Doberman,
266·0S6J, afternoons.
04/28
THE KING OF ERIN is dead. Beware Deborah I.
04/17
PH(HOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
Expert cu~tom black-artd-whitc processing, printing.
FiiH.'·grain or push-processing of film. Contact sheets
or CU'Itom proofs. High quality enlargements,
... mounting, etc. Best work in Albuquerque, reasonable
price<;. Advice if asked. A·Photographer, 265-2444,
1717 Girard BJ ..·d. NE.
04/28
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, JD pllotoo;. Lowest
priceo;; in town. foast. pleasing. Cali26S·2444 or come
lo 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. A·Photograph(!r,
04128

UNM BOOKSTORE SALE now in progrc.~s. 04/14
BERNALILLO COUNTY YOUNG Republicans will
have an open mecling Apr!ll7th at 4201 Carlisle NE
UI7:JO pm, 268·9224,
04/17
THE SUMMER OF 1978? A slim summer7 Thelma
Brown, the English founder of the nationally known
Silhouette SUmming Club Ltd,, of Great Britain i.~
here in Albuquerque. She has assisted '!Potentiality
Inc." to rroduce i1 H Potentially Slimming
Workshop" in which there are absol\Jt~ly no produl;'tS
inY(IlYed and no special diets. There will be much
class panicipat~on and new'understanding as to what
slimming is REALLY about. A special student
workshop will be conducted, beginning Monday,
April 17, 7;30 at lhe 'Potcndality Center', 2$03
Washillgton NE, (WaShington/Menaul). The
workshop will be conducted every Monday nite for
si11 weeks. Special student fee $20. Participation
limited. For further information contact Thelma
Brown at 897-0029.
04/17
FREDDIE LAKER JR.--Bu_t I had my heart set on
Pojoaque, NMI S~hwering,
04/17

SUPER TUNE-UPS, $10, You bl.!y parts. Bob, 2654054, 265·3225,
04121

4,

HOUSING

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking
and cleaning, you do the studying, 303 Ash NE, 2432881.
04/17
ROOMMATE WANTED. $108 per month. Call
04/18
Bruce at 2\18-7566 or 294-4363 for info.
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share 2-bdrm apartment . .5-minutes from UNM, $95/monlh plus Vz
phone, Lau.ndry, Move In May Jst. Ca114:00~6:00 pm'
weekdays 265·078 I.
04/J 7
ROOMMATE NEEDED: LARGE NE houso,
Fireplace, nice neighborhoocJ, $163. Prefer nonsmoker. Must like animals. 298-3296 early AM or late
PM.
04/17
MALE, NON-SMOKER, VEGETARIAN, wanted to
share spacious NW Valley home. $125. 898-4321
evenings.
04/17

LADY, HAVE YOU said "Hi" to the roses? They
mi.~s you very much and so do I. Love, Mike.
04/18

VISITING PROFESSOR AND family, ver}' stable,
from ·canada, wishes to rent 3 or 4 bedroom house,
furnished, for summer months. Call 265·0146. 04/19

REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE with our tools and
stands. lnstruclion available. Albuquerque Bike Co·
Oil, i06Girord SE, Room 117,265-5170.
04/18

SUMMER APARTMENT·· June 9-August 10. Ten
minutes from UNM. Fully furnished. $95/month.
217 1867,
04/17

LOST&FOUND

STUDENTS! ENORMOUS 4 bedroom house,
minutes to UNM, kids, pets, $150. 262-1751, Vall_ey
Rcnluls, $30 fcc.
04/21

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps, Ortega 233,
277-5907.
ss

BIKE TO CLASS, fully carpeted 2 bedroom, kids,
pet~ $115. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,
04/21

LOST: BLACK CAR Dease with UNM !D's, military
I D's, illld other miscellaneous cards,~ Need
desp,.erately. No questions asked. Jane Quesnel, 2432368,
04121

BEAT THIS I bedroom, collage, appliances, $35, no
lcas:e. Call262~175l, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,
04/21

2.

I FOUND SOME BABY clothes and pants In lheeast
parking lot. Please identify. Call Tina, 268~7510.
04119
FOUND: SHEPHERD·AUSTRALIAN shepherd
cross? Male puppy, 4/11 1 Mitchell Hall area.
Looking for his master. Call345-3835. He's waiting
04/19
for you,
FOUND: RED NOTEBOOK in B & AS Room 100,
Identify and claim, Rm. lOS, Marron Hall.
tfn
FOUND: STEPHANIE liMMERMAN'S bank
book in Marron Hall. Please claim in Rm. 105,
Marron Hnll.
04/21

3.

SERVICES

ROOMY 1 BEDROOM furnished apartment. utilities
paid. 116 Harvard SE. Call898·1254,
04/28
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED apartment. Good
clean quiet place, $125 plus utilities, no pets, no kids.
883·8155,
04/21
FALL SEMESTER: CANTERBURY Co-op, small
eo·ed residence ncar campus, 3 meals· daily, single &
double' rooms. 247-2515.
04/21·

5.

FOR SALE

SMOKE AND FIRE DETECTORS .. Brand New-complete home fire protection S)'stcm. MUST SELL
Valued m $360, asking $190, or good offer. life-time
guarantee. Movable unit if you move. For more
details, cull 8!-13-8644 evenings from 7 to 9:00pm and
wl!ckends.
1fn
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxcll· C-90 blank
UD: $3.25. UDXL: S4. Minimum 6.
Firefly, 2S6-1495,
04117

ea5~cltes!

1971 RENAULT 16. Runs good, air cond., AM, FM,
radio, autom. Caii26.S-9650, Peter.
04120

MEN'S 10-SPEED PEUGEOT. Excellent condition.
While frame.
c\·enings.
TYPING 1ST QUALITY, 883-7787.

1rn
ROTOTILL! NO BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
availublc, Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28
ACCURATE TYPING DY professional, 242-2266.
.
04/21
SUMMER STORAGE FOR your goods. Bring this
ad for special $9.38 per month 5 X 7 unil. 242-1100,
U·Stor·lt Corp.
04/25

$115. MUST sell. Call 243·4123
04118

'72 DATSUN F'ASTDACK, Top condition. New
tire~. bauery, clutch. $1250 or best offer, Must sell.
Call88 1-6852 after 5 pm.
04118
LOW PRICES ON BICYCLE pans and acce~-;ories:.
L:xpcrt bicycle repair al reasonable J'lfit!eo;;,
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, tOG Girard SE. Room 117,
265-5170.
04118
1973 VW BUG FOR SALE. Good condition. Radio.
Call Rachel at 843-7370 after 6 pm.
04/20

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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~

SPIHNG CLl;:ARANCE SALE on bicycles and
accessories to make room for a new shiptni,!f!t of
Rnleigh bicycles. R.C, Hall~ll's,843·9378.
04121
FOR BSA FREAKS: 650cc Thlinderbunder in likenew condition. $1,250 or good offer. 843-9378. 04121
OOLEX OUTFIT, LATEST model, absolutely mint,
n1any accl;sories, mosr not unpacked, foLir lens, ma11
box., tripod, fader, etc. Trades accepted, Can buy for
cash at less than 1/3 current price. Wilson Camera,
3107 Central NE.
04/17

BRITRAIL PASSES 1 EURAJL posses, and
European summer event schedules available at
Intercontinental Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE, 255·
68)0,
04121

GUITAR AMPLIFIER, KUSTOM, 100 walls, 2
channels, reverb, tremolo, screaming sustain.
Excell~nt condition. $150.00, 345-6074.
04/20

CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
Wedding rings, jewelry for all occasions. ~44-6470
after 6 pm. Gnry Abeyta.
04/24

••fOR SALE, THE WAGER, staning Apri121."
04/17
1964 VOL~SWAGEN, MUST sell, $300. 277-4795,
04/21
NAZI OFFICERS HELMET-·Rommcl's Afrika
· Korps, Mint condition. Must sell. A.sking $1.50, 2432368,
04/28

SOLAR POWER PRODUCTS for home or business.
Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 255-3367, TODAY,
04120
SINGER FUTURA Top-of-the·line. Slightly used but
.~till lll!der warranty, Push button bobbin-winder,
blind hems, has hundreds of fancy stitches. Regularly
$800, now $1 SO cash, 296·5 II 5.
04/18

MAGNO VOX RECORD PLA YE!>/SPEA~ERS
$75. Good condition.·Ciill299-9044 evenings. 04121
'74TR-6$3500, 243-4601.
04/17

NOW IS THE TIME to open your summer business
in Dowmown Albuquerque. Start weekend.~ or nonclass days for $7.00, When you're ready, the rmu is
$100.00/rno11lh/stall, Studio~ and offices, also
available: $35, $50, $60,. $125, $200 momh.
DOWNTOWN BAZAAR, Rosenwald Building.
Fourth and Central. 242-()166, 298-6046.
04121

BLUE I 970 MAZDA wagon. 4 eyl., 4·specd, mag.
rims, side pipes, stereo. Looks and runii sharp. MU!il
sell, $750. Call898-3804 evenings.
04/17

million budget

RIDES AND RIDERS !W~ilablc at lntercontinemal
Travel Centre. Share gas and driving. 107 Girard SE,
26~-9860.
04/21

UNM ATHLETIC DEPT BUDGET
Revenue

I

USA THUNDERBOLT, 650 cc., all chrome, riew
front end; good tires, br<l.kes, Runs great. Asking
04/l7
$600,255-2921,
HONDA CB-.175 1971 Electric start. Runs good.
$275. Call277·2464, usk for Mark.
04/19

COMPLETE HAM RADIO Station. Details l66w
9653. .
04/19

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Makers of Hand Made

Indian Jo~·;clry
OLDTOWN

I

OVERSEAS JOBS-~SUMMER/Year-round. Europe,

S. America, Australia, Asia, etc, AU fields, $500·

I

$1200 monthly, expemes paid, sightseeing. Free
· information.-- Write: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept, NO,
Bcrkely, Ca. 94704.
()4/28,.
NEED MONEY? WE need you. IS Ius. per week.
3,50/hr. Call294-2064,
04/25
RESPONSIBLE PERSON FOR relief manager UStor-11 Corp. Weekends plus, Record keeping
required. J:;'or appointment call266-8580.
04/25
HELP

WANTED:

EXPERIENCED

Sc~retary,

The revenue tram basketball ticket sales is expected to
skyrocket $264,000, from $686,000 to $950,000.
Another expected source of major revenue is the
BRA~'\Ig inflation factors, the Athletic Department
anticpated jump from $200,00 to $312,000 in football
has submitted a $3.12 million 1978-79 budget to the
ticket sales. The toal amount of revenue expected from
administration - the largest athletic budget ever.
the
football program is $802,000. The· total amount of
Football and basketball comprise almost half of the
revenue expected from the basketball program is
budget, which is up $322,200 from the 1977-78 $2.8
$1 '193,000.
million budget. The figures still need approval from
Other individual proposd budgets are:
the admipistration, but Athletic Director Lavon
-Administrative
increases $37,961 to $533,085;
McDonald said he anticpates very little change.
-Baseball increases $4,908 to $57,733;
-Golf increases $4,020 to $29,620;
The generous football budget will jump from
-:-Gymnastics increases $3,408 to $43 ,099;
$885,638 to $967,060. The roundball budget leaps ·
-Skiing, increases $1,752 to $12, 185;
from $495,124 to $533,085. The total budget for
-Swimming increases $12,406 to $36,427;
women's athletics climbs from $291,000 to $386,500.
-Tennis increases $5,864 to $30,320;
Women's Athletic Director Linda Estes said, "This is
-Track increases $8,660 to $81 ,370;
a lot less than we need, but it's certainly a budget I can
-Wrestling increases $4,496 to $43,265;
live with."
-Sports information office increases $10,443 to
McDonald said most of the increase was "due to
$68,526;
inflation."
-Chaparrals and cheerleaders each increase $2,000
Most of the proposed increase in the budget will be
to $4,000;
offset by an expeoted leap in revenues from basketball
-Fringe benefits including social security increases
ticket sales. Season ticket prices for bleacher seats will
cost $70 next year and chairback season tickets will sell
$11,600 to $129,800, and;
-Bond retirement stays level at $300,000 while
for $90. This year, the chair back tickets sold for $80 or
special services does the same at $20,000.
$70 while the bleacher season tickets set you back $50.

By TIM GALLAGHER

·· ··. :,;,;;\~~ l

$420,000 ·$450,000
STUDENT FEES
40,000
40,000
PARKING
GIFTS & GRANTS
30,000
40,000
6,000
6,000
MINOR SPORTS INCOME
32,000
32,000
BASKETBALL RADIO & TV
686,000 950,000
BASKETBALL TICKET SALES
BASKETBALL TICKET ADV.
2,500
3,000
15,000
15,000
BASKETBALL CONCESSION
BASKETBALL GUARANTEE
3,000
3,000
90,000 100,000
BASKETBALL INVITATIONAL
120,000 162,000
FOOTBALL RADIO & TV .
GIFTS & GRANTS OPTIONS ON PRESS SEATS 157,000 140,000
F001'13ALL TICKET SALES
200,000 312,000
FOOTBALL TICKET ADV,
3,000
2,500
FOOTBALL CONCESSION
20,000
20,000
FOOTBALL GUARANTEE
220,000 145,000
FOOTBALL PRESS BOX SEAT
30,000
20,000
SWIM.CLUB
I0,000
12,000
SPECIAL SERVICES
20,000
20,000
STATE APPROPRIATIONS
480,100 I 524,200
STATE APPROPRIATIONS- WOMEN
113,306 125,000
$2,800,00() '£3, 122,200

perm:ment, part-lime, $3,00 hr. Hours afternoons &
Saturdays. Must pass secretarial test. Call 268-5588
for appointment.
04/18
GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH TECHNICAL
background to do bibliographic/literature searching
pnrt-time. Tcl."hnQ!ogy Application Center, 2500
Central SE. 277·3622; Ask for Margie HlaYa. 04/19

New Mex·ica

EXPERIENCED COC~TAIL WAITRESSES ror
eono,.·emion April 27,28,29,30, Good wages, ranta'itic
lip~. Call247-406l aflcr 7:30pm.
04/21

7.

•••••••

DAILY

$180 WEEKLY MAILING CIRCULARS! Stan
Immediately. Free detnils. Hunter. 1344A Balboa,
Snn Franci~co, CA. 94118.
04l2!

.

The question is: Can $3
million bucks buy a winning
football team 7

'

Tuesday, April 18, 1978

TRAVEL

OUR C:HARTERS MAKE ~:cnt~. lntcrcontincnwl
Trn\CI Centre, 107 Girard SE, 265-9860,
04,21

Modern Revere.
saddles up agatn

Take me
to your part~
Free.

BOSTON (UPI) - A modern
day Paul Revere dre~sed in cape
and tri-cornered hat dodged cars
and clattered his way on horseback
from Boston's old North Churcl} to.
Lexington Monday, in a traditional
observance of Patriots Day.
"Revere" was played this year by
Lawrence ·Herman. His ride was
l'ollowcd by a rc enactment of the
more successful ride of William
Dawes, Jr., another 1775 was hero.

I'm the new Bose Model 360 Direct/Reflecting®
Component Music System, and I'm available. For
your party. Free.
Call your Bose Campus Manager (you'll find the
number below), and make the arrangements. You'll
find you get the most powerful sound you've ever
heard out of my bookshelf-size speakers. Clear, clean,
extraordinarily life-like sound. Now, I don't want you to
think f'1n cheap, butfor your party, I'm absolutely free.

Artist wins
fellowship·
The 1978 D.H. Lawrence
Summer Fellowship has been
a warded to Karen Hillier by a
committee of UNM English
professors.
Hillier is a widely exhibited
painter, photographer and designer
who currently teaches at Texas
A&M University.
The fellowship is awarded annually to a recipient who has done
excellent work in literature and the
arts. The artist is given a stipend to
Jive and work one summer at
UNM's D.H. Lawrence Ranch
north of Taos.

VI

Direct/Reflectinglf speakers shape the sound to fit your room,
surrounding you ·With music no matter where you sit.

,;: '

The Monday holiday commemorates Revere's ride on April
19, 1775.
"Dawes" - Ronald E. Breault
- began the riqe from Boston's
Roxbur'y section with a second cry
of "the British are coming," as
"Revere" was being captured by
the British in Lexington.
Th~ weather wa~ cool and cloudy
as Eastern Massachusetts residents
celebrated the colonial holiday- On
Sunday night, the two-lantern
signal was made in the old North
Church tower.
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A recreation of the British 1Oth
Light Regiment of Foot was also
due to arrive at Lexington Green
Monday after marching from
Boston to recreate the first battle of
the Revolution,
Troops mustered in the mormng
to re-enact the "shot heard round
the world" in Lexington, and the
battle at the Old Bridge in Concord.
Parades and flag raising
ceremonies were also to be held in
Boston, Lexington, Concord and
Arlington. A memorial was also to
be held in the downtown Boston
grave of Paul Revere in Granary
Burying Ground.

Photo by J•anetle King

Out like a iamb?

Old power plant gives way to mechanical engineers

Two buildings to fall to wrecking ball.

"Graduation Color
Portrait Special"

Photo by John Ihrig

One 8"Xl0"
$27.50
Four 4 "X5"

by ANNA POOLE
UNM will be losing two buildings to the wrecking ball late this summer
or early next fall said university architect, VanDorn Hooker.
Hooker said the Art annex and the mechanical engineering shops and.
labs building will be razed to make room for the$ 4 million, 780-thousanddollar Mechanical Engineering building slated for construction.
Hooker said the preliminary plans for the four-story building will be
presented to the Regents on April21 by the architectural firm of Pacheco
and Graham.
The art Annex built in the early 1900's was the original power plant for
the university before housing the drama department. It is now being used
by sculptors in the art department, Hooker said.
The building now used for mechanical engineering shops was built,
Hooker said, in the 1930's and was used for a depression-period project
called the National Youth Administration Program. The building wa' later
converted to classrooms and later to shops for the engineers.

Other packages available. We
invite you to compare our
quality and cost; we feel that
after you do, you'll come to'
Photo Service. Don't
delay! For further details call
277-5743 or come by
1820 Las Lomas, NE
Campus Manager: Dennis Strause
883-3847

I

